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NEW COLLECTION

O F

Forty-four Cotillons,

With FIGURES properly adapted;

ALSO

The M U S I C for Six select Dances,

Two of which may be used as Cotillons.

Printed for Giovanni Andrea Gallini ;

And Sold by R. Dodsley, in Pali-Mall ; T. BeCket,

and P. A. De Hondt, in the Strand; J. Dixwell, in St.

Martin's-Lane, near Charing-Crofi ;

AND

At Mr. Bremner's Music Shop, opposite Somerset-Houses in

the Strand,
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R U L E S.

i T the beginning of every cotillon, the

Yu Dancers must perform Le Grand Rond,

and Return to their Places.

When the Figure of a Cotillon is com

pleated, any of the following Changes may

be introduced.

CHANGE
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( 4 )

c H A N G E I. .

Each couple join their Right handº and

turn, then back with the Left.

2. Each Couple join both handº and turn

to the Right, then back to the Left.

3• The Ladies Moulinet t9 the Right,

then to the Left. , - -

**

4. The Gentlemen Moulinet to the Right,

then to the Left

5. The Ladies join hands and go Round

to the Right, then to the Left.

- 6. . The Gentlemen join hands and gº Round

to the Right, then to the Left. . .

7. Each Couple Allemande to the Right,

then to the Left.

8. La Grande Chaine.

9. La Courfe, or La Promenade, to the

Right.

1o Le Grand Rond.

The Mufician is defired to obſerve, that

when the Dancers have compleated the Figure

as exprested in the Cotillons, the firſt Part of

the Muſic is to be played but once for every,

Change, (which takes eight Bars) excepting

and Chaine, La Courſ, ºr Hº Promenade,

and Le Grand Rond, which, take fixteen

Bars. , , : : D L '. ' i: , : '
* - - A
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again, beginning with he contrary foot.

( 5 ) .

A deſcription of all the Steps and Figures

in Dancing, might, by the Reader, be

thought tedious, therefore it is intended here

to explain only thoſe which are uſed in the

following Cotillons. . . . . .

- Allemande. . .

This Figure is performed by interiacing

your Arms with your Partner's, in various

ways.

Affemblé. -

Is uſed at the End of feveral Steps, and

is done Either way; the Affemblé Forward is

performed by Sinking and Advancing the

hinder foot in a circular manner, Springing

and Falling on both feet in any Poſition that

fhall be proper for the following Step.

The others are done in like manner.

s Le Balancé. -

This is done by Sinking, then Rifing as

you Step forward or fideways with one foot,

the other must follow Straight to the first

Poſition, and in the fame manner Step back

*

Les

 



( 6 )

Les Chaines.

Theſe are done three different, ways, La

Grande Chaine is performed by all the Dan

cers, doing Right-hand and Left alternate

ly till they come Round to their Places.

It is called Las D'Amour, by forming a Love

knot. -

Another is done by two oppofite couple

with Right-hand and Left. This is called

Vis-a-Vis, face to face.

The ' other Chaine is performed by two

Couple Right-hand and Left, Side-ways.

Le Chaffě. 4

This is performed various ways.

To do this Sideways you muſt place

yourſelf in the Second Pofition ; if you go

to the Right, it is performed by Sinking,

then in Rifing Spring on both feet and place

the Left foot behind where the Right was,

at the fame time the Right foot Advancing

to the Second Pöſition. -

If
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( 7 )

If you Chaffè to the Left, Reverſe the

feet, if you Chafé Croſs, add one Step in the

fifth Poſition and an Affemblé.

If you Chafè Forward, ufe the Steps as

when you Chafié Croſs.

Le Contretems.

To perform this Forward you muſt ad

vance your Right foot, Sink on both feet,

but Spring and Fall on the Right, then walk

two Steps Straight; to this you may add

an Affemblè. |

Contretens, is alſo done Forward by advan

cing the Left foot.

It is likewife done various ways.

When you go to the Right, advance the

Right foot, and when you go to the Left,

advance the Left foot,

Moulinet.

Is the fame as Hands crofs by Three, Four,

or all the Dancers ; this laſt is called the

Grand, or Double Moulinet.

Is



( 8 )

, . La Pirouette.

Is performed to the Right, by bringing

your Right foot in the fifth Position behind,

then Rising on your Toes, and turning

half Round to the fame Position, do the

fame again to bring you Round ; this may

be done to the Left, by Reversing the Feet.

La Poujfette.

Is performed by holding the Lady's hands,

and making her Retreat, then She does the

fame by Her Partner.

La Course^ or La Promenade.

Is performed by taking hold of your

Partner's hands, and walking with her, if

you stop in the Second Couple's place, it is

called one quarter of the Course; if in the

third Couples place, 'tis called half the Course j

if in the fourth Couples place, it is called

three quarters of the Course ; and if you go

quite-Round, it is called the Course.

Les
■>■"•." *

\



( 9 )

Les ^uarres,

Are of two kinds, Le grand QuarrS is

when all the Dancers move in form of a

square 'till they get to their places ; Le Petit

Quarre is performed by four Dancers only.

La ^jteue du Chat,

Is performed by Two Couple changing

places, beginning at the Right, and then re

turning to their own places.

Les Ronds*

These are performed by taking hold of

• each others hands, and going Round with the

Cba/J} -, they are done by Three, Four, or

all the Dancers ; this last is called Le Grand

Rond.

- Le Rigaudon,

To perform this in the first Position, you

must Sink, then Spring, and Fall on the Right

foot, bring your left to the first Position, move

B your



( io )

your Right and return it to the same Position,

the knees being straight, Sink, then Spring on

both feet and Fall on your Toes in the first

Position.

This may be done by Reversing the Feet.

When the Rigaudon is performed in the

third Position with the Right foot foremost,

you must Sink, then Spring, and Fall on the

Right Foot •, advance your Left to the fame

Position, then advance the Right to the third

Position, the Knees being straight, Sink, then

Spring on both feet and Fall on your Toes

with the Left foot foremost in the fame Po

sition.

This may be done by Reversing the Feet.



N D E X.

Numb.

Aimons poujours - - u

Les Aimables Filles - 10

L'Aimable Jeuhesse - 6

Allemande 45

L'Amour fidelle - - 2

L'Amour du Village - 32

Les Amusements de Spa 30

B

La Bagatelle

La Belle Paisanne

La Belle Veuve

Le Berger fidelle

La Bien Aisee

La Bientot faite

Le Bois de Boulogne -

Le Bouquet

C

La Chatouilleuse « -

La Choisie

E

Les Enfants

F

La Fantaisie Liegeoise

Les Fleurs du Printems
■ G -•.:

La Graziosetta

La Grotesque

H

L'Harmonie

I

L'Impromptu -

M

La Mignonette Francoise 27

3

43

42

14

39

37

34

9

35

28

J3

21

1

44

8

25

19

Numb.

La Pase-tems - - 23

Les Petites Folies - 22

Les Plaisi;s deCarel - 16

Les Plaisirs Champetres 40

Le Plaisir des Dames 38

Les Plaisirs Enchantes 24

Les Plaisirs de Flore - 36

La Pouvoir de la Beaute 17

La Precieuse - - -

Le Prince de Galles -

La Promenade a quatre

Q.

Les Quatre Nimphes

Les Quatre Saisons

R

La Reverie

Le Rondeau de Fischar

La Rose -

La Royale

T

La Tiroloise

V

La Nouvelle Vergne -

La Victoire

Z

La,Zone de Venus

Le Charmant Vainqueur

La Fourlane Venetienne

Minuet du Dauphin

Le Passe-pied de la Reine

33

4 ft

18

4

12

4i

26

IS

29

31

20

5
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NUMBER I.

Les Fleurs du Printems.

Le Grand Rond, -

*

2

I

The first and third Gentlemen turn the

opposite Ladies and change places, then the

Second and Fourth Gentlemen do the fame - —

2

All Eight hands cross half Round and turn

Partners in their own Places.. - 1

2

* The Figures explain how much Music be

longs to each part of the Cotillon. The un

der Figure Denotes the Strain, and the upper

Figure tells how often it is to be played.

V
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NUMBER II.

L'Amour fidelle.

2

Le Grand Rond - - - * ~

The Ladies Contretems Forward and turn to

face their Partners, then all Eight Allemande - —

All halfa Course, with the Rigaudon at every

Place *-■ -, - ~

3

The Gentlemen Contretems Forward and

irn t

monde

turn to face their Ladies, then all Eight A\le-

2

All half a Course with the Rigaudon at every

place -.--.»-«, l_

3

Z*



NUMBER .HI.

.^a Bagatelle.

2

Xje Grand Rond - -

Tjfcc.fcrst and thiid. Couple step Forvyacd,

go Round Back toTBack^jthen to- the,ir,,places "

Alkmande ; while the Second and Fourth Cou

ple Alkmande, then, Back to Back ,ipto their

places «•.-.- . r_*

lAH^Eight \Chqffe up and down and Ri- x

gaudon - - - 2

-

Les
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N IT M B ER IV.

Les Quafre Nirhphes. .,

Le Grand Rond - _

The first Lady and third Gentleman pass

through the Second Couple to opposite places,

while the first Gentleman and third Lady pass

through the fourth Couple to opposite pla

ces

i

i

2

Counter-part ~ ~ ~ L>

2

M I N E U R.

.. The first and second Ladies Chajse Cross

and Rigaudon, then back again, while the

third and fourth Ladies do the fame * ^

I

Counter-part for the Gentlemen - - , i

i

Each Couple Chajse to the Corner on their

Right and Rigaudon, then Alkmande - I

2

All Chajse to the Corner on their Right and

Rigaudon, then Allemande to their own places L,

La 2



NUMBER V.

La Victoire.

Le Grand Rond. - - - .—

i

The first and third Couple Contretems to the

Right and Rigaudon, then turn Round four to

their places - L

2

The four Ladies Contretems in the Attitude

of Right hands cross and Rigaudon, then the

four Gentlemen Contretems and inclose the La

dies by taking hold of each others hands, the

Ladies go Round with their Right hands cross,

while the Gentlemen go Round inclosing

them - - - i

J

Counter-part of the whole Figure

e

V
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NUMBER VL

L'Aimable Jeunefle.

2

Le Grand Rond - *• * —

i

The first and third Gentlemen lead the

Ladies on their Left to the opposite places,

then half Right hand and Left - - ~-

Counter-part - - L

2

M I N E U R.

The first and third Gentlemen cross their

Ladies and pass through the Couple on their

Right, while the Ladies pass through on the

Left, then meet in their own places - *-

i

The second and fourth Couple do the same r*

Each Gentleman Alkmande with the Lady t

on his Left, and then with his Partner - •£

All Eight half a Course with tha Pastes of the r

Alkmande - - - r"

C La 2



NUMBER VH.

La Zone de Venus.

 

2

Le Grand Rond -

The Ladies go forward lifting up their hands

and joining them together in the form of Pyra

mids, the Gentlemen at the fame time follow

the Ladies and enclose them by taking hold of

each others hand, All Rigaudon ; then the La

dies go Round to the Less, while the Gen

tlemen go Round to the Right

2

Chasse up and down £

T

A Double Moulinet, the Ladies in, and the

Gentlemen out i

3

Cbasse up and down - £.

 

X<2
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NUMBER VIII.

La Grotesque.

Le Grand Rond
2

1

The first Couple advance and drop behind

the fourth with their backs to them, while

the third Couple do the fame behind the se

cond, then all turn to Face each other and

Rigaudon - - -

The first and fourth Gentlemen Chasst to

the Corners with each others Lady, while the

second and third Gentlemen do the same, then

the first and fourth Ladies give hands and turn

Partners in their own Places, while the second

and third Ladies do the fame - :W;. .,"

The third Couple change places with the

first by going under their Arms, then the fourth

Couple change places with the second by going ^

under their Arms - - "7"

Half ha Cbaine to your own places

C2

 



NUMBER IX.

Le Bouquet,

2

Le Grand Rond *■ » " j"

Each Gentleman Cbass} with the Lady on

his Left, then Fall in two Lines and all Eight

change places r ~ " 2

Do the fame back again r r —

M I N E U R.

The first and third Couple Contretems for

ward and Rigaudon, the first Gentleman goes

back to his place with the third La8y, while

the third Gentleman goes back to his place

with the first Lady - - .. - —

I

Counter-part - - - ., -.

All Cbajsi Cross and Rigaudon, then Alk-

pande —

7,

The Ladies half Moulinet then Allemande

with their Partners * . - -,

I* 3
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NUMBER X.

Les Aimables Filles.

Le Grand Rond - - £

i

The first Couple go between the fourth Cou

ple, then half Moulinet and return to their

places, while the third and second Couple do

the same - - i

2

The Gentlemen Allemande to the Ladies on

their Left, and then to their Partners - i

I

Ai-



NUMBER XL

Aimons toujours.

Le Grand Rond
2

I

I The first and second Ladies Chasse Cross and

Rigaudon, then Chasse back, to their places, while

the third and fourth Ladies do the fame, each

Gentleman taking his Partner by the Left

hand goes Round with her in Form of the AU j

Jemande -

Counter-part • r

M I N E U R.

Balance and Rigaudon, then Allemande with

the Ladies on the Left

Balance and Rigaudon, then Allemande with

your Partner -

The first and third Couple meet in the mid

dle, all Balance and Rigaudon in two Lines,

the first and third Couple Moulinet to the Right,

while the second and fourth Couple Allemande

to the Right and Left

Counter-part -

Les

i

2

I

2
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NUMBER XII.

Les Quartre Saisons.

Le Grand Rond - .
2

7

DOUCEMENT.

Each Gentleman join hands with his Lady

the Right over the Left, makes her turn to

the Right and advance one quarter of the

Course, then the Ladies make the Gentlemen

turn to the Right and advance another quarter

of the Course: The hands must be held up all x

the time - - - - 2

V I V E M E N T.

One Quarter of the Grand Moulinet with

the Ladies in the Middle, the Ladies ChaJJe

outside, while the Gentlemen Chase inside,

then Rigaudon - *

All Eight advance another Quarter in the

grand Moulinet, the Gentlemen €basl outside

and the Ladies inside, then Rigaudon

MINUET.

The grand £>uarre in Minuet Steps

Les

3

2



NUMBER XHI.

Les Enrants.

•

Le Grand Rond
1

i

The first and third Gentlemen Cbasse with

the Ladies on their Left in an oblique Line,

while the second and fourth Gentlemen Alk-

mande with the Ladies on their Left, then the

second and fourth Gentlemen CbajiS with the

Ladies on their Left in an oblique Line,

while the first and third Gentlemen AXemande i

with the Ladies on their Left - - 7

 

Counter-part
i

2

.

.

Le
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 NUMBER XIV.

/ Le Berger Fidelle.

Le Grand Rond -

The first Gentleman turns his Partner to

face the outside, the second Couple follow the

first, the third Couple follow the second, and

the fourth Couple follow the third, then all

Eight Balance and Rigaudon

The first and second Couple hands cross,

and back again, while the third and fourth

Couple Chaffe cross and back again

The first and second Couple Contretems and

go to the Bottom, while the third and fourth

Couple advance to the top and Rigaudon, then

all Eight Allemande -

The third and fourth Couple Contretems and

go to the Bottom, while the first and second

Couple advance to the Top and Rigaudon -

Each Lady turns under her Partner's Arm

and Rigaudon, then each Gentleman turns un

der his Partner's Arm and Rigaudon

All Eight Allemande to the Right, then

back to their places -

t

2

I

Z

P La 4



NUMBER XV.

La Rose.

Le Grand Rond - - 7

The first and third Couple Contretems forward

and Rigaudon, then Contretems in turning and

Rigaudon, while the other Cbajfe in their own x

Corners and back again i

Counter-part -

j,

M I N E U R.

The first Couple face the fourth and Mouli-

net four, while the third Couple do the fame t

with the second -

i

1

Each Gentleman with his Right hand turns

the Lady on the Left under his Arm and Ri

gaudon, then, with the Left hand, turns his

Partner, and Rigaudon

The fourth Couple face the first and Moult-

net four, while the second Couple do the same

with the third -

Le*

i

2

1

I
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N U, M B ER XVI.

Les Plaisiirs de Card.

Le Grand Rond. Then Fall in two

Lines, the first and second Couple at the Top,

the third and fourth Couple at the Bot-

torn - - - _ *

All Eight advance with Contretems and Ri-

gaudsn, each Gentleman turns the opposite La

dy, then all Retreat - - ;- . - i,

The first and second Couple make half a

Circle on the outside to the Left, while the

third and fourth Couple do the same - i

The first and fourth Couple change places

with Cbajse and Rhgaudon, then back again,

while the second and third Couple do the same -

. The first and second Couple make half a

Circle on the outside, to the Right, while the

third and fourth Couple do the sarr^e - L

I

MINUET.

AH Eight Promenade with Minuet Steps,

making an Alkmande pass at each Quarter.

Da La



NUMBER XVII.

La Pouvoir de la BeaiUe. t,

i

he Grand Ronds » *> # *

The first and third Couple half Right hand

and Lest, then Allemande, at the same time

the second and fourth Couple Alkmandet then

Right hand and Left half Round - ~

AU Eight, the Moulinet half Round

M I N E U R.

Half ha Chaine

All Balancet Rigaudon and Allemande "with

their Partners r • ■»

Finish ha Cbatne - - . - ■

All Balance, Rigaudon and Akmande with their

Partners •-•«,-

La
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NUMBER XVIII,

La Promenade a Quatre.

2

Le Grand Rond - - - - —

I
i

The first and second Couple Cbajsi cross and *

Rigaudon, then Allemande to their places - 2

The second and fourth Couple do the same - —

M I N E U R.

The first and third Couple Balance and Ri

gaudon, then Moulinet, the second and fourth

Couple Balance, Rigaudon and Allemande at the

same time - - - - —

Counter-part * . I 2 £.

I

All Eight half the Course with Rigaudon at ^

each Quarter - ' - ~

Double Moulinet to your own Places - -

J

U



N V M B E R XIX.

L'impromptu.

JU Grand Rond - - * 5

The first and third Couple Queue du Ckat,

then Rigfrt hand and Left » * —

3

The second and fourth Couple do the same L

The first and second Couple Pouffette and

change places* while the third and fourth Cou

ple do the fame, then the first and fourth Cou

ple Pouffette and change places, while the third

and second Couple do the same * - —

_ H^f La Cbaim . * - * i

1*3
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NUMBER XX\

La Notivelle Vergne.

Le Grand Rond - - »

it

7

Each Gentleman Balance to his Partner, j

then turns the Lady on his Left - - i

Each Gentlemen Balance to the Lady he t

turned, and then turns his Partner - - - "g

M I N E U R.

The Ladies half Moufmet and turns the op

posite Gentleman, then make an End of the

Moulinet and turn their Partners - —
I

Each Gentleman C/jaJsevtith the Lady on his

Left to the Corner, then back again and turn

his Partner - - - - A

The Gentlemen half Moulinet and turn the

opposite Ladies, then make an End of the

Moulinet and turn their Partners

Each Lady Cbasse with the Gentleman on

her Right to the Corner, then back again and

turn her Partner -

La

2

I

1



NUMBER XXI.

La Fontafie Liegeoise.

he Grand Rond - -
i

The first and third Couple Contretems For

ward and Rigaudon, then Swing Round to

their Places - r

Counter-part £

2

M I N E U R.

The first and third Gentlemen Contretems

Forward with the Ladies on their Left, then

turn them to their places - —

Counter-part

La Chaine in the form of Alkmande

i

i

2

2

Les
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NUMBER XXII.

Les Petites Fdiies.

JLe Grand Rond * *•

Each Gentleman leads his Partner a quarter

bf the Course on the Right and Rigaudon, each

Lady Pirouette, then turns under her Part-

2

I

ner's Arm and Rigaudon

I

2

Another quarter of the Course in the fame j

manner ** *" " ~ as

The Ladies Chase on the inside and the Gen

tlemen on the outside and Rigaudon, then the

Ladies Moulinet while the Gentlemen Pirouette —

S
The Gentlemen Cbasseon. the inside and the

Ladies on the outside and Rigaudon, then the

Gentlemen Moulinet while the Ladies Pirouette —

3

Each Gentleman leads his Partner a quarter

of the Course on the Right and Rigaudon, each

Lady Pirouette, then turns under her Partner's

Arm and Rigaudon - . - ~

Another quarter of the Cows in the fame

manner - - ♦ L

E Lc 4



. NUMBER XXIIL

Le Passe- terns.

i

Le Grand Rond r *■ * i

. The first and third Ladies Chapand change

places with the Ladies on their Right, then t

half La Cbaine to their own places - "£

i

Counter-part for the Gentlemen ■* :J

MINE U R.

I

Each Couple Chase one quarter of the

Round to the Right and Rigaudon, then one

•other quarter of the Round and Rigaudon - **•.

t Each Couple go one Quarter of the Course

to the Left in form of Allemande, then one

other Quarter of the Course to their own places -

Les
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NUMBER XXIV,

Les Plaisirs Enchantcs

L* Grand Rond

i

All Eight C'ontretevtsi the Gentlemen turn

to the Left, while the Ladies turn to the Right

and Rigaudon, then back to back; Round to their

places - - - - :

The Ladies present themselves to do the

Round, the Gentlemen Pirouette, each placing!

himself between two Ladies, puts his hands on

theirs and all Rigaudon* then half Round in

t^is manner . -.

Right hand and Left four and four

The Gentlemen present themselves to do the

Round, the Ladies Pirouette,, each placing

herself between two Gentlemen, puts her

hands on theirs and all Rigaudon, then half

Round in this manner . - • -

3U V



NUMBER XXV.

L'Harmonic

Le Grand Rond •» ■• - . -.

i

The four Gentlemen half Moulinet, then

j$ltemande with the opposke Ladies - -

2

All Eight PouJJ.itte with an Allcman^e passe £

3

The four Gentlemen half Moulinet, then

■jUleipande with their Partners - ~

t$
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NUMBER XXVI.

Le Rondeau de Fifchar.

Le Grand Rond - - .. —

I

All Eight Balance and Rigaudon, then join

hands and go half Round, each Gentleman

AlkmandeWith the Lady on his Left and then j

with his Partner - - - ^

Counter-part * * ■? t*

M I N U ET,

Half ha Chaine - <? —
i

Each Gentleman makes two Minuet Steps

to the Right and back again, while his Partner

makes two Minuet Steps to the Left and back

again - -

Half La Chaine .4 «j - i

3



N U M B E R XXVII,

La Mignonette Francoise.

Le Grand Rotnl : Then fall in two Lines,

the first and second Couple at Top, the third n

and fourth Couple at Bottom - - ~

The- first and second Couple Chajfe cross ,.

and Rigaudon> while the third and fourth Cou-

pje do the fame, then the firstand third Gen- .

tlemen -Moulinet - with the opposite Ladies,

while the second and fourth Gentlemen Alle-

Vtande with the opposite Ladies - - ~

Counter-part - . - —
r *

Each Gentleman Balance with the Lady on

his Left, then half La Cbaine four and four x

e.n the opposite - - - T

Counter-part -, - - lM

The first and second Couple Face each. ■*

other with Cantretems and Rigaudon* then hands

round ibur, while the third and. fourth Couple

do the fame . ■ . - 2.

The first and fourth Couple Face each other *

with Coutretems and Rigaudon, then hands

round four, while the second and third Couple

do the same - » —
T 4.

- <" . . La *
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NUMBER XXVIIL

La Choisie.

Le Grand Rond. Then fall in two Lines*

the first and second Couple at the Top, the

third and fourth at the Bottom - - ..*

I

Four and Four half Righf hand and Left,

then back again, the second and fourth Gen

tlemen Contretems Forward and Rigaudon,

then MouMnety with the opposite Ladies, at

the fame time the first and third Gentlemen

Chaffe to the Left in the Corner and back

with Rigaudm, while the second and fourth

Ladies Chasst to the Right in the Corner and

back with Rigaudon, then fall into the contrary

fide Lines -

Counter-part

U



NUMBER XXIX.

La Royale.

Le Grand Rond - ~

1

The first and third Gentlemen take the La

dies on their Left, cross Corners and change

places, then the second and fourth Gentlemen

do the same . - - - _

2

The four Ladies hands Round to their places,

then the four Gentlemen do the fame - -

3

Le?
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NUMBER XXX.

Les Amusements de Spa.

Le Grand Rond

The first Couple take hands, go between the

fourth and change places, then Balance and

Rigdudon while the third and second Couple

do the fame -

The fourth Couple take hands, go between

the first and change Places, then Balance and

Rigaudon, while the second and third Couple

do the same -

M I N E U R.

2

I

The four Ladies half Right hand and Left

to the opposite places, then the four Gentle

men do the fame - - £

The first and second Couple hands Round

to their places, while the third and fourth

Couple do the fame -

i

i

2



2

7

NUMBER XXXI.

La Tiroloise.

Le Grand Rond. * -

The first and third Couple Contretems For

ward, each Gentleman with the Left hand

takes the opposite Lady by the Right hand and

makes her turn under his Arm to the Right,

then Moulinet to their places - —

Counter- part - - i.

2

V
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NUMBER XXXII.

L'Amour du Village.

Le Grand Rond - ~

The first Couple face the fourth and Rigau-

don, while the third Couple face the second and

fligaudon, then Moulinet four and four to their x

own places ^*o - - ~ X- 2

The second Couple face the first and Rigau-

don, while the fourth Couple face the third and

Rigaudon, then hands Round four and four to j

their own Places - - 1

M I N E U R.

Each Gentleman Balance with the Lady on

his Left, then turn his Partner

 

1

All Eight Chajse cross with their Partners

and back again -<

Each Gentleman Balance with his Partner

and Rigaudon, then AUemande with the Lady ^

on his Left - ~ " £"

F 2
La



NUMBER XXXIII.

La Precieufe.

Le Grand Road -

The first Gentleman with his Left hand,

takes his Partner by the Right, and puts his

Right behind her while she puts her; Left be

hind him ■, the third Couple do theisame, and

in that Position the first and third Couple

£>ueue du Chat -

Counter-part

M I N E U R.

Each Gentleman Chajse to the Corner on

his Right and Rigaudon, in this manner com-

pleat the Square, while the Ladies do the lame

to the Left »

The four Ladies Contretems in the middle

and Rigaudon, then Allemande with their Part

ners - -

The four Gentlemen Contretems in the mid

dle and Rigaudon, then Allemande with their

Partners -

Le

2

I

2

I

I

2

I

z
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NUMBER XXXIV.

Le Bo is de Boulogne.

Le Grand Rond 5

I

The first and third Couple advance with

Coritretem' and Higaudon, the first Gentleman

and third Lady pass through the fourth Couple

and turn to their places, while the third Gen

tleman and first Lady pass through the second

Couple and turn to their places

Counter-part

M I N E U R,

The first and third Couple hands Round

with the Couple on their Left and change

places, then do the fame again 'till you com-

pleat half the Course - - -I

Each Couple Back to Back with their Part

ners and Alkmande - - - £

2

The first and third Couple hands Round

with the Couple on their Left and change

places, then do the fame again 'till you have

finished the Course , .. ^

La



NUMBER XXXV.

La Chatouilleuse.

2

Le Grand Rond - Y

The first and third Couple a Quarter of the

Round with the Couple on their Right, and

Rigaudon ; the same again and then you are in

opposite places -

The Ladies half Moulinet on the Right, at

the fame time the Gentlemen make half a

Course on the Left, and then the Allemande - -

La
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NUMBER XXXVI.

Les Plaisirs de Flore.

2

Le Grand Rond - - - —
i

The first and fourth Couple Right hand and

Left, while the second and third Couple do the x

same - "T

The first and second Couple Right hand and

Left, while the third and fourth Couple do the

same. • —
2

M I N E U R.

All Eight the Double Monlinet to the Right

one Quarter of the Course and Rigaudon, then

Cbajie and change places with their Partners - —

One other Quarter of the Course in the fame

manner - - - . „

I

One other Quarter of the Course in the fame

manner - - -.»■«,

2

Compleat the Course in the fame manner - £,

La



NUMBER XXXVII.

La Bientot faite. ":.

2

Le Grand Rond. Then fall in two Lines - -

M

Contretems Forward and Rigaudon, then

id four, finishing in op- .

. - : -: * • :•-• • • - •■/•>.:■:■*,'.

■■■■ , ..\>.v- .;..-.* .■■• ■-..,•;.,.

hands Round four and four, finishing in op*.;

pofite Lines

Counter--part

{■. . ;•;.*;»...

m

". • .'■ • f S : .

■.:.* .'•-••^2 -..•
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H U M B E R XXXVIII.

Le PJaifir des Dames.

Le Grand Rond --.«-„
■"■•".. • J

Every Gentleman goes behind his Partner

.•• &nd Aiiemande with each Lady until he gets

Round to his own place - - —

2

M I N E U R.

Each Gentleman gives his Left hand to his

Partner, and his Right hand to the Lady on his

-. Left ; All Rigaudon and go half Round in that

Position - , - .- - £,

The Gentlemen Quit hands, turn and Chasse

on the outside to the Right, while the Ladies

Chaffe inside on the Left to their own places - £

f



NUMBER XXXIX.

La Bien Aisee.

2

Le Grand Rond - - "7

The first Gentleman gives his Right hand to

the third Lady, the third Gentleman gives his

Right hand to the first Lady, All four change

places and Rigaudon, then the second and fourth

Couple do the same - - - ~

All Eight Right hand and Left, halfRound - i

2

La
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NUMBER XL.

Les Plaifirs Champetres.

Le Grand RonJ - - -

i

All Eight Contretems, the Ladies go Round

to the Left and the Gentlemen to the Right,

with Rigaudon to each Lady as he meets her - r*

M I N E U R.

H&\£ La Cbaine - - --

The Poufette - • " »

Compleat La Cbaine * » «< i.

3

G2 La



NUMBER XLI.

La Reverie.

< ■

Le Grand Rpnd

a

I

I

The first and third Couple Contrttems For

ward and Rigaudon, the first Gentleman and

third Lady pass through the fourth Couple,

and turn to their places, at the fame time the

first Lady and third Gentleman pass through

the second Couple and turn to their places -

The first and second Couple Right hand and

Left, the third and fourth Couple Right hand

and Left at the same time - -.

The second and fourth Couple Coniretems

Forward and Rigaudon, the second Gentleman

and fourth Lady pass through the first Couple

and turn to their places> at the fame time the

second Lady and fourth Gentleman pass

through the third Couple and turn to their

places -

The first and fourth Couple Right hand and

Left, the second and third Couple Right hand

and Left at the same time .«--■*

ha '

i

z
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NUMBER XLIL

La Belle Veuve.

Le Grand Rond •» - —

I

The Ladies are to keep their places, but the

the Gentlemen must Allemanek with each Lady

on his Left, until he gets half Round - - £

The Gentlemen are to keep their places, but

the Ladies must Allemande with each Gentle

man on her Left, until she gets half Round - —

M I N U E R.

The Ladies Right hands cross, and the

Gentlemen join hands with their Partners in

form of a Double Moulinet, each Gentleman

Contretems and advances before his Partner,

then join their Left hand cross, holding their

Ladies with the Right in the form of a Star> i

shea Rigaudon - I

All Eight Chaste up and down with Rigaudon - i.

Each Gentleman holding his Lady by both l

Jiands, makes her turn Round to the Right,

and Cbajfe to the Corner in that Position, then

makes her turn Round to the Left and Chaste"

Jwck^gain - ? - £

Half La Chaine with ti^e Alkmande pajjes - f,

JLa 2



NUMBER XLIII.

La Belle Paisanne.

2

Le Grand Rond . - i

The first and third Couple Queue du Chat

and Allemande with each others Partner, then i

return to their places - 2

The second and fourth do the seme - - -

2

L»
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NUMBER XLIVi

La Graziqsetta.

The first Gentleman leads his Partner and

th., iecond Couple the whole Round to the

I eft, while the fourth Lady leads her Partner

and the second Couple to the Right - - - —.

The Gentlemen go Round to the Right and

the Ladies .to the Left, with the Allemande and

Rigaudon at every Quarter of the Course - - £,

z

MINUET.

This must be performed with Minuet Steps

all through. r. -

The Ladies go to the Right with hands

Round in the middle, while each Gentleman

goes Round to the Left J,

i

The Course, each Couple turning Round at

every Quarter £,

z

JU-



NUMBER XLW

Allemande.

Le GrandRond - - - r

The first and third Gentlemen lead up and

Allemande with each others Lady, then return j

and Allemande with their Partners ■» -J

The second and fourth Couple do the same •£

Each Lady with the Right hand behind,

joins her Partner's Right, and each Gentleman

with his Left hand behind, joins his Partner's

Left ; in this Position they must do the Course,

bat all turn and face each other at every Quar- 2

** J
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NUMBER XLVI.

Le Prince de Galles.

2

Le Grand Rond - - "J"

The first and third Gentlemen lead their

Partners half a Circle to each others Place, f

then the second and fourth do the fame - 2

Each Couple Alkmande, then the Gentlemen

Allemande to the Right and the Ladies to the

Left, until they get Round to their places - —

MINUET.

This must be performed with Minuet Steps

all through.

The Gentlemen lead their Partners up the

middle, then Round on the Right to their

places -.-«*-.

Every Couple cross each other, then back

again to their places - - - —

The Ladies hands cross in the Middle, then

turn to their Partners ... —

2

The Gentlemen do the fame • » £,

2
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